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Introduction

- The scourge of ceaseless violence that engulf Black African family in (South) African continent raises a concern: daily reports in the written and electronic media about high levels of violence, physical and sexual abuse, and gang-related activities in our communities.

- The basis of violence - perceived as social rather than genetic or biological – possibility of ending human violence especially the imperial violence.

- Despite the limitations of this presentation not able to encompass the whole narrative on imperial violence – [European and Christianity & the Arab and Islam (the Arab-Islamic Slave Trade that remain unexplored area of scholarship??) against Black Afrikan family: attempt to contribute in formulating a lasting solution in curbing imperial violence against black African family in general.

- What/Which best practice/s that can considered in this instance?
Objectives

- To reveal the African school perspective in forging the multicultural learning;
- To dissect this occurrence- imperial violence, the Afrocentric perspective specifically, the Kushite perspective will be explored to understand the rationale behind the ceaseless attack/s on the Black African community in Africa especially in South Africa and recently Nigeria;

The Afrocentric perspective will be utilised in trying to understand this situation that tends to engulf the Black African populace specifically in the so called ‘postcolonial/postapartheid/democratic era that is perceived as a liberated state to some;

- The structural violence will be revisited as a social machinery for subjugation and domination that breeds imperial violence as a strategy for prohibiting Black African people’s self-reliance and reaching their full potential; and

- A look at issues such as lack of respect amongst Black African community, opportunism, ignorance or imposed self-hatred of self-identity, Stockholm syndrome and patterns of coloniality Suggestions and possibilities that can be explored to curb this imperial violence that keeps on revealing its notorious colonial tendencies among the Black African population in general.
Background: The Causality Of (Imperial) Violence

- **“Violence”:** a behaviour by people against people liable to cause physical or psychological harm;

- The World Health Organisation further defines violence as: The intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another person, or against a group or community, that either results in injury, death, the basis of violence is social rather than genetic or biological, and therefore there are ways and means of reducing human violence.

- **Slavery**: 1.25 million white slave, Aruj Barbarossa – 15 and 16 centuries before Black African 16th and 19th centuries (Gillan, 2019);

- **Colonialism** – dubbed as Islamisation/ European industrial revolution and herein refer to as Whiteness era - Rejection of ancient African order – Priesthood; appropriation of Alkabulan inheritance, i.e. pilgrimage/ corruption of ancient faith – Christianity, violence amongst themselves and indigenous Azanians- Alakabulans- Afrikans and claim of universal status.

- Direct form of imperialism, thus, “all colonialism is imperialism, but not all imperialism is colonialism”(Ocheni & Nwankwo, 2012:46); [Christianity and Mohammedism colonialism (highly advance thieving exercise) of Afrika and her children efforts cannot be overlooked (Drusilla,1926:60)];

- **Structural violence** - injustice and inequity—“embedded in ubiquitous social structures [and] normalized by stable institutions and regular experience”;

- **Structures** - meaning social relations and arrangements—economic, political, legal, religious, or cultural—that shape how individuals and groups interact within a social system including broad-scale cultural and political-economic structures such as class, patriarchy, slavery, apartheid, colonialism, and neoliberalism, poverty and discrimination by race, ethnicity/ tribalism, gender, sexual orientation, and migrant/refugee status; All contribute deaths, illness, and injury and reproduction of violence by marginalizing people and communities, constraining their capabilities and agency, assaulting their dignity, and sustaining inequalities (Rylko-Bauer & Farmer, 2016);

* **Racism** - Structural Theory of Racism framework: - analysing race first requires that a racialized social system that allocate different economic, political, social, and even psychological rewards to groups along racial lines (Fair, 1994:87);

- The reconfiguration strategies were adopted, however, this period tend not to be included in the timeline for the so called industrial revolution – Whiteness era / Mahommedism ( refers to a state of emptiness meaning a period where Black African people are subjected to intellectual bankruptcy – blank mind or to accept the inferior status of slave/workers and forfeit their royally status/ simply era of subjugation (Magema, 1998);
# TABLE 1: Whiteness Era Timeline [Industrial Revolution]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>1860-1900</th>
<th>Western Achievements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I: 1760-1860</td>
<td>Probed the class, racial, gendered and ethnic mechanisms and impact of the intrinsic nature of imperial coercion against indigenous African rpeople in its most varied forms, from forced relocation to newly urban or villages and penal labour to corporal punishment and execution (Havik, Janeiro, Oliveira &amp; Pimentel, 2019:203); the forcible relocation of over a million Africans.</td>
<td>Land deprivation &amp; subjugation - enslavement; Destruction indigenous monarchy/dynasty governance system; Introduction of Tribalism and chieftdoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II: 1870-1930</td>
<td>Nationalism and the Resistance activities of 1989 - entrenched colonial political identities in the name of justice</td>
<td>Stockholm Syndrome; mimicking, self-hatred, absence in presence – speaking and upholding foreign language and values and undermining your own language and values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III: 1940-1990</td>
<td>Entrenchment of foreign values</td>
<td>language entrenched in the education and govt structures as the first official language; marginalisation of indigenous African knowledge systems and related ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV: 2000-2030</td>
<td>'Free workers'- vulnerability; dehumanised – robotize; increased loss of control/ alienation from self, other people and the environment</td>
<td>Increased vulnerability (the proletarised populace released/retrrenched/ replaced by the robots and left with alternative mean for livelihood)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Background: The Causality... (cont.)

*Imperial violence- Afrophobia???

- violent and arbitrary rule or act associated with the colonial violence against Black African generally in its many different, and subtle, forms, i.e, xenophobia as inherent in the configuration of Islam/British/European imperial identity and rule in the African continent (Gust, 2014: 312);

* xenophobia violence: Oxford English Dictionary (2010) defines xenophobia as “a deep antipathy or morbid fear of foreigners”:

According to Obadire (2018:187) - “hatred, fear and dislike of strangers or foreigners??” . In other words, xenophobia denotes a feeling or perception based on socially constructed images and ideas, and not on rational or objective facts.

- Labeling theory – naming, i.e. Zanj, non-believers/foreign?

**STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINING THE IMPERIALIST SOCIAL SETTINGS:** Biko said: "The greatest weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the minds of those whom they oppress." - (Mabasa, 2007);

- : intellectual violence. “In the name of job prospects, tenurability, professional status, grant funding options, journal homes, citation rates, impact factors, and so forth, many (privileged) academics promote the erasure, stereotyping, disempowerment, objectification, exoticification, and silencing of oppressed communities. The status quo of the larger racist, sexist, cissexist, heterosexist, classist, xenophobic, ableist, and fatphobic society is upheld by the academy; worse, academe maintains a reputation for social justice, diversity and inclusion, and critical; investigation of the status quo” (Ocheni, & Nwankwo, 2012).

- Counter insurgency measures and development strategies during the protracted colonial war (1961–1974) waged against African nationalist movements (Havik, Oliveira & Pimentel, 2019:207);

- After the postapartheid era - in 2019, the epistemic violence and racism in the institutions of learning prevail entrenches the power and privilege of the ‘ruling... minority’ in terms of values, i.e. Islam/English - the core language for teaching and learning purposes - English; and

- the roots of epistemic violence in (South) Africa - focus is on the colonial curriculum and teaching methods, Islamisation/European epistemology and ontology, which remains reinforces Islamic/Eurocentric and continues to entrench islam/white and arab/Western dominance and privilege accompanied by the same time stereotypes, prejudices and patronising views about Africa knowledge systems and its people (Xu, David, & Kim, 2018).
Despite the celebrated political freedoms/ independence:

- the inherited contradictory legacies and
- the political transformation fail to bring change to socio-economic transformation characterised by a transition to a dual politico-economic system which reflects the contradictory principles of democracy and capitalism (Lephakga, 2016:2);

**Purports:** The advocacy of both interests: equality and inclusion on the one hand, i.e. the inclusive education system, with self-seeking inequality and conflicting individual and group interests on the other hand, i.e. Islam/English/European values are promoted and further marginalisation of indigenous African knowledge systems, i.e. the demand for translation of African knowledge literature/languages and values to English remain rife as in ‘times of Botha’ (ibid.)

- colonial domination required a whole way of thinking, a discourse in which everything that is advanced, good and civilised is defined and measured in European terms - Aristotelian advocacy:
  
  *colonial education – jihadist/missionary schools: played an instrumental role, promoting and imposing the Islamic/Eurocentric values and worldviews while subjugating everything else (Mncube & Harber, 2013);

  * The destructive effects of colonialism - the subjugation of local knowledge and promotion of the Islam/Western knowledge as the ‘universal’ knowledge;

  * Arab/White supremacy projects - worked hard for centuries to erase the historical indigenous Africa royal, priestical order grounded on fundamentals of matriarchy, intellectual & cultural contributions of Africa and other parts of the Southern nations in the world (McLeod, 2011);
The Post-apartheid Era Experiences: ...(Cont.)

*Leadership: Murdered, poisoned, imprisoned, forced exile and a high number of co-opted/adopted kings who became chiefs: the administration of African people based on western defined tribes to undermine imbumba yamanyama

* Western educated leaders: established nationalism new parties, like the SANNC styled on the American civil rights movement with the political independence cause playing a secondary role.

*NB. - Civil rights movements - mainly concerned with improving the human rights of followers;

*Media: - journalistic writing focuses precisely on this aspect of the genocide: “- Its peculiar characteristic is to write a pornography of violence - the nakedness is of others, not us. - The exposure of the other goes alongside the unstated claim that we are not like them. It is a pornography where senseless violence is a feature of other people’s cultures: where they are violent, but we are pacific, and where a focus on their debasedness easily turns into another way of celebrating and confirming our exalted status” (Gust, 2014:41);

*Summary of media principles - Deadline, fake news, racist ideology;

- journalistic accounts also tend to reinforce larger claims: that the world is indeed divided into the modern and the pre-modern, thus moderns make culture, but those pre-modern live by a timeless culture;

- the social science: account is overly instrumentalist, accenting only the agency of the state and elites, journalists tend to lean heavily on a primordialist account that tends to - explain contemporary conflicts as replays of timeless antagonisms;
Recommendations And Possibilities: 
Imbumba Yamanyama

- **REINTROSPECTION** - In order to effect fundamental Alkabulan/African epistemological & ontological in all social spheres including institutions of learning:
  - Struggles for Black family unit, p104 (Pan) Afrikan movement/
  - Pan Africanism league – first congress 1900
  - Julius Nyerere??
  - Emperor Haile Selassie 1 – Organisation of African union – OAU / Melichezedek Order??
  - 1919 experience – usage of foreign language; Liberation in terms of the colonisers – feefdoms inclusivity approach – civil rights??
  - Haiti experience liberation – Christophe vs LeClerc- UNITY AND PROTECTION
  - KNOW THYSELF PRINIPLE??
  - Restore the African royal matriarchy family unit
  - Catch Marcus Garvey vibration – “Africa for Africans at home and abroad”
  - What is your loyalty to who - Afrika? - **Things to do:**

- **African scholar should write at least one publication on any African mother language.**
**Sections I: 130000 – 200000 BCE**

This era can be linked to Wold, referred to early humans creating the universe and everything in it including humans and kindred. Dewey at the time when writing was unknown (Asante, A. Abarry, 1995, p.11).

- Dewey at the time when writing was unknown (Asante, A. Abarry, 1995, p.11).
- Dewey at the time when writing was unknown (Asante, A. Abarry, 1995, p.11).

**Seabii – 35,000 – 40,000 years** Amagumuhwebe, Giga – Amakosha/Khia Sariri – NGOs? & language?

(Ben-Jochannan & Clarke, 2017)

A culture occurring during the period 80,000 - 50,000 BP of Central, Southern and East Africa, i.e., development of culture of tool industry

- Origin of people migration worldwide, e.g., form of government systems - domestication of animals and plants - hieratic writing, writing and cave paintings, artifact BC.

**Seabii era II: 25,000 – 10,000 before birth of Enoch**


**Seabii III: Pre-dynastic – 10,000 BCE – 6,000 BCE**

Kemetic High Priest Menkhef, 227, 226 BCE CHRONOLOGY OF THE NILE – Greeks, i.e., first Caratac, Askus the last – Sixth Caratac p83 misrepresentation??

- In his book Lost History of Egypt, divided Kemetic rulers into thirty time periods or dynasties. This division still used by modern historians, sub-divides Kemetic dynasties into the Old Kingdom (First Intermediate, Middle Kingdom, Second Intermediate) and the New Kingdom, referred to as Upper and Lower Egypt to identify their north and south localities.

**Intermediate – 6,000 – 4,000 BCE**

Kemetic High Priest Menkhef, 227, 226 BCE CHRONOLOGY OF THE NILE – Greeks, i.e., first Caratac, Askus the last – Sixth Caratac p83 misrepresentation??

- In his book Lost History of Egypt, divided Kemetic rulers into thirty time periods or dynasties. This division still used by modern historians, sub-divides Kemetic dynasties into the Old Kingdom (First Intermediate, Middle Kingdom, Second Intermediate) and the New Kingdom, referred to as Upper and Lower Egypt to identify their north and south localities.

The reign of King Menes (B.C. 3100 B.C. – 3008 B.C.), also known as Amenem and Namur who politically united Kemet – the Upper and Lower Kingdoms of Kemet – until and established a centralized government (3008 B.C.), and founded a capital named Memphis in his honour, between Upper and Lower Kemet (Egypt).

**Middle Ages**

- Cusid race ruling from THEBES – known as: The immortal City, City of Hundred Gates, University City, Citadel of Golden Sceptre, symbol of seek/sought to follow and hold on the old values in the name ancient Cusid empire of Ethiopians (Drusilla, 1926:102).

- Introduction of mysteries – a new deity Amen-Ra, god of Thebes presides – King Amen was not one of the gods of Egypt until this 11th Dynasty when the pyramids of the 5th and 6th Dynasties were opened King Amen was there.

- Kemet entered a cycle of instability which ended in c.2000 B.C., with the establishment of the Middle Kingdom (2134-1786 B.C.), and the founding of Wa-Set (a.k.a. Wo-Set and Thebes).

- In 1760 B.C. Kemet was captured by foreign nomads, the Hyksos, who were eventually expelled in c.1570 B.C. of which led to the founding of the New Kingdom.

- Construction of the famous rock carved temple of Abu Simbel.

**Seabii era III: 25,000 – 10,000 before the birth of Jesus CHRIST III: before the coming era**

- Seabii era III and III – a period of technological development marked by the creation and use of stone blades, Stella Calendar.

- First education system: King Akhenaton.

- Kemetic education: Greeks (B.C. 200-1200), Greeks (B.C. 1200-400)

- Twenty-first dynasty (1200-1085)

- Twentieth dynasty (2000-1200)

- Nineteenth dynasty (3000-2000)

- Eighteenth dynasty (4000-3000)

- Seventeenth dynasty (5000-4000)

- Sixteenth dynasty (6000-5000)

- Fifteenth dynasty (7000-6000)

- Fourteenth dynasty (8000-7000)

- Thirteenth dynasty (9000-8000)

- Twelfth dynasty (10000-9000)

- Eleventh dynasty (11000-10000)

- Tenth dynasty (12000-11000)

- Ninth dynasty (13000-12000)

- Eighth dynasty (14000-13000)

- Seventh dynasty (15000-14000)

- Sixth dynasty (16000-15000)

- Fifth dynasty (17000-16000)

- Fourth dynasty (18000-17000)

- Third dynasty (19000-18000)

- Second dynasty (20000-19000)

- First dynasty (21000-20000)

- Pre-dynastic (22000-21000)

**Arab conquest of 639-42 AD**

- The Pluromal empire lasted for 200 years, until it was weakened by internal conflict and fail to Rome in 30 B.C.

- Egypt was incorporated into the Byzantine empire (c. A.D. 950) which encompassed the (Kemet/Egypt) in the Arabo-Islamic West Asia and Middle East and Arabia community, despite its African roots and colonisation by the Mamelukes (1250), Ottoman Turks (1517), French (1798), and the British (1863-1937), since 639-42 AD.

**Nicene council – 325 AD**


**ESTABLISHMENT OF GENDER VIOLENCE AGAINST BLACK AFRICAN WOMEN & MEN**

- 18 books out of the Bible p78 & Anki replaced with cross – Crous Ansila (Ben-Jochannan & Clarke, 2017:78).
Origins Of Civilization On Earth: - Sibellian Period

Alkabulan - African perspective: Matriarchy 1

Alkabulan - African perspective: Matriarchy 2
Origins Of Civilization On Earth: - Sibellian Period (2)

Alkabulan - African perspective: Creation/ making of mankind

Alkabulan - African perspective: Narrative of migrations
Discussions: Challenges For An African Centred Transformation Agenda & Education System

- **Language policy** need to change – African languages be official languages for conducting business in Afrika;

- **Social structures** – Bureaucracy/ worker vs nobility

- **Economic system** - to incorporate the barter system officially;

- **Loyalty** - Mimicking of the racial groups??-
  - - Impoision of self disr-espect – absent while present (use of other person’s language while you are present

- - **Education system** – introduction of African centred education system – ethics, language, values – Afrikan nobility, epistemology and ontology??

- - **Land distribution** – One family; one hector Campaign as a strategy in view of the limited means to enable/ provide indigenous African suitable land...
CONCLUDING REMARKS

- Attempted to reveal the basis of the current imperial violence against Black Afrikan family: Islam/Christianity;

KNOW THYSELF principle??

- Reestablishment of African centered structures unapologetically – Afrikan language, values/ ethics, institutions;

- Challenge the subjugation tendencies in all fronts- socially, economically and politically…?

- Discard intellectual bankruptcy/ relearn values of BA-NTU - duality[spiritual & physical;

Æthiopia shall prevail!!! - AMEN!!!
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